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Anderson and May (2010) incorporated a hybrid instruction model using an online
tutorial in conjunction with an in-class library instruction session. They found that
students performed equally as well at constructing keyword and Boolean searches in
face-to-face, online, and hybrid teaching models. However, in this study, the in-class
session of the hybrid model was identical to the instruction in the face-to-face model,
rather than leveraging the in-class instruction time for hands-on application of
concepts learned during the online tutorial. Thus, from this example, combining
online tutorials with in-class instruction did not appear to improve student
performance. However, it is possible that a hybrid library instruction session that
allows students to participate in collaborative, hands-on application exercises will
enhance student learning over traditional lecture and online only instruction
methods. To date, however, little research in library instruction exists to support or
refute that assumption.
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After pilot, made tutorial more directive in WoS module. Clarified worksheet.
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Conducted One-way ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer Post-Hoc comparison
Lecture scored significantly higher than flipped/Yes and Flipped/No

Flipped/Yes scored significantly higher than Flipped/No
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No significant difference on score and timing of tutorial viewing, though relatively few
students watched the tutorial more than 3 days before schedules library session
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This really hurt for me. I like teaching the flipped model and I hoped students would
do better.
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Student preferences appear to incorporate elements from both traditional lecture
and flipped classroom teaching models.
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Should we only use a flipped model in credit-bearing, semester-long instruction? My
response is NO. Flipping can be an important tool, even in a one-shot.
Own Assessment- Start of small- simple open-ended student evaluations “What was
the most helpful about this session? How could this session be improved?” Good idea
to try this out any time you implement something new in your instruction. Good to
get direct feedback from students. If you have more time and are feeling
adventurous, try developing way to gather measures of student performance.
Sometimes hard to get end product to evaluate. Collaborate with teaching faculty on
graded assignment. Greater student buy-in and interesting to compare
grades/results.
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